Afghan Tribal Structure Versus Iraqi Tribal Structure

Request for Research Summary

1. Provide compare and contrast Iraqi tribal structure with Pashtun tribal structure.
2. Provide any Tactics, Techniques and Procedures (TTPs) for “tribal engagement” that have been either successful or detrimental to US efforts in Iraq.
3. Provide suggestions for TTPs that might prove successful if used in Afghanistan.

Purpose/Justification

Most US personnel that are serving in Afghanistan have already served a tour in Iraq and are accustomed to doing things “the Iraq way”. Many people are trying to apply the lessons learned in Iraq to Afghanistan, which in many cases is inappropriate. AF2 wants to provide a product to US units to compare and contrast Iraqi tribal structure and Pashtun tribal structure to prevent future missteps by US forces.

The notion of applying ideas that worked in Iraq to Afghanistan is fraught with problems. The “lessons don’t transfer directly,” according to John Nagl, one of the authors of the Army/Marine Corps Counterinsurgency Field Manual (FM 3-24).1 William McCallister, an expert advisor to the Marine Corps on tribal dynamics in Iraq said he is “not a fan of taking the Anbar experience and creating TTPs” for a Pashtun context.3

The reasons behind this are legion. For one, the historical experiences of Iraqi and Pashtun societies are so dissimilar as to make comparing them difficult, if not impossible. For another, the specific circumstances of each warzone—one a sectarian conflict, the other a fractured society handling an international insurgency—doesn’t allow for easy generalization between the two.

Furthermore, each society is fundamentally different on a structural level. In Iraq, leadership is in a sense “institutionalized,” or “codified” in the sense that there is a set and identifiable structure for community leadership to interact with each other and with the State. In Afghanistan, however, that system is neither “institutionalized” nor “codified” in any real sense; therefore, structures of community leadership and power relationships within and between tribal groups and the state are much more ad hoc and cannot be discussed in a general sense. Comparing these two societies side-by-side demonstrates this, and shows just how difficult it is to draw lessons from one to the other.
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Bottom Line Up Front

- Iraqi tribes are ordered hierarchies
- Pashtun tribes are not ordered hierarchies
- While a tribal hierarchy allows for coherent, ordered engagement policies, Pashtun tribal structure does not
- Thus, TTPs from Iraq are not transferrable to Afghanistan except in the vaguest sense
- While not necessarily TTPs, there are guiding principles that will be effective in engaging Pashtun tribes

Iraqi tribes are like most tribal societies in Southwest Asia: they tend to be patrilineal, hierarchical, and geographic (though some of the specific tribes that formed the Sons of Iraq are almost exclusively geographic in organization: their cohesion is based not on family ties, but rather on co-location). They are also segmentary. As explained by Evans-Pritchard, segmentary tribes consist of equal and opposing divisions "nested" within a division of higher level along the hierarchy (see Figure 1, below). At each level in the hierarchy, individuals support closer kinsmen against threats from more distant lineages. In other words, there is a structural impetus to form closely related communities who defend their community against outsiders.

Figure 1. Typical tribal segmentary system.

In his primer, “COIN and Irregular Warfare in a Tribal Society,” McCallister describes the structure of tribal governance in a general sense. It is broken into classes, with a defined hierarchy, with generally clear roles for sheikhs and their subordinates with legitimacy based on lineage. Sheikhs can organize into Shuras, which are “all consultative bodies organized to bring tribal leaders and representatives together.”

In a broader sense, McCallister describes the tribal system as a power-sharing one. “It is nested within the overall power-sharing system that includes governmental, urban and rural, political, sectarian and ethnic groupings.” At least since the military coup of 1958, the Iraqi government has traditionally considered the tribes as a sort of “government within a government,” in that the central government granted tribes a form of semi-autonomy so long as they recognized the authority of the state. While this
decreased after the 1968 Ba’athist Revolution—the Ba’athists viewed tribal autonomy as a threat to the Pan-Arab State—after Saddam Hussein took over the government in 1979, the relative power of the Sheikhs increased during each new conflict. During the Iran-Iraq War, and later the First Gulf War, tribal sheikhs grew in power so much that the Iraqi government was forced to incorporate tribal leaders into From a security standpoint, Iraqi tribal security “must take into account… the state as an institution” and consider that the state is a playing field for political maneuvers within a broad, multi-tribe system.10

This is important, as Iraqis seem to regard their membership in a tribe at least partially in political terms.11 These terms are fluid, and result in a constant flux as members change their membership based on their group’s affiliations. Much more importantly, however, is the realization that the central government has had a hand in the creation of the current mixture and balance of Iraqi tribes through the political promotion of certain tribes over others.

Most of Iraq’s population can be traced into 150 tribes.12 These tribes tend to have a hierarchical structure with noble lineages and a stratification of sub-clans. In essence, it is a corporate structure, with influence flowing down the hierarchy. Sam Stolzoff, however, warns that this is not a command structure, despite its segmentary nature: super-tribes do not issue orders to sub-tribes.13 This nevertheless results in a highly segmented system, in which sub-groups team up to form opposition blocs against a similarly-shaped bloc. It generally follows the following pattern (see Figure 1, above): “groups H and I would act together as group D, if confronted by group E. Similarly, in the case of dispute with C, both D and E would engage in collective action as B.”14

The segmentary and hierarchical nature of Iraqi tribes also makes engagement relatively straightforward, in theory. Each tribe has a defined set of sub-tribes, and these can be mapped fairly definitively given the time and resources. There are certain key players at each level of hierarchy with whom to establish relationships, and these key players carry an enormous amount of influence—thus, engaging with the right leader at the right level can bring along that tribe, though not necessarily the sub-tribe.15

Conflict is generally settled through a tribal shura, though this is structured to accommodate the nature of Iraqi tribes. One method of resolving disputes is the idea of “binding mediation” (see Figure 2, above), in which a sheikh negotiates on behalf of his entire tribe, and the decision he makes during that negotiation
This should be distinguished from the relationship between elders and tribe. The government of Iraq essentially “bought” the support of tribal groups, while elders and sheikhs simply command respect through wisdom and jurisprudence.

**General Pashtun Tribal Structure**

In stark contrast to segmentary Arab tribes, Pashtun tribes are neither rigidly hierarchical nor segmentary. Instead of close kinsmen forming a defensive bloc against distant kinsmen or outsiders, Pashtuns tend to ally themselves with more distant relations in competition with close relatives. The relative instability that results from such an acephalous, or headless, social structure—without rigid hierarchy, there is no defined and permanent leadership—also results in a higher level of endemic conflict than one would expect in a segmentary society.

In Pashtun societies, collective action takes place at the community level, and networks of key actors form alliances within and across communities. Cooperation and conflict in Afghanistan occurs between these networks rather than between tribes. And Afghans engage in collective action with the outside world through these networks rather than through tribes. Therefore, the ways that these networks interact with each other and the world at large are far more relevant than tribal considerations.

Because networks between communities are the important collective actors in Pashtun society, the Afghan state and Pashtun tribes do not engage in patron-client relationships. In fact, Pashtun communities have sought to keep the Afghan state—which they often lump into the category of “outsiders”—at arm’s length, as Louis Dupree describes:

> Sustained relations with the outside world have seldom been pleasant, for outsiders usually come to extract from, not bring anything into, the village… The process, therefore, has generally been one way, away from the village. As a consequence, most villagers simply cannot believe that central governments, provincial governments, or individual local or foreign technicians want to introduce permanent reforms. Previous attempts have generally been of short duration and abortive, for once the “modernization” teams leave, the villagers patch up the breaks in the “mud curtain” and revert to their old, group-reinforcing patterns.

In other words, rather than forming a collaborative patron-client relationship with the state (as in Iraq), Pashtun communities tend to form an adversarial relationship with the state. Even so, they will sometimes ally themselves with outsiders. Rubin, for example, includes the international patronage networks that developed during the Soviet War as another way communities behaved collectively: since the operations of the mujahidin parties destroyed traditional social relationships, community leaders built relations with outside benefactors. These patronage networks are vital to understanding how conflict gets transmitted through social structures.

This is driven by the way Pashtuns express identity. Olivier Roy notes the challenges in identifying how that happens:

> ‘Real’ political life is played out at the local level and primary loyalty lies with a ‘solidarity group’, whatever its sociological basis. This function can be fulfilled by any community, clan, tribe, village etc., composed of an extended network of people who tend to consider that they are protected by this group affiliation and that they could build on it for whatever purpose (business relations, political constituency, patronage and clientelism, and also -during the war -armed resistance).

Further, unlike Iraq tribes, tribes in Afghanistan are apolitical from a state perspective. They do not organize into political groups, and while they behave as corporate groups, at the national or governance level they are not political actors. Figure 3 below maps the strongest tribal affiliations of the political leadership in Paktika province. There is no noticeable relationship between tribe and position at this level of analysis.
Many authors define, or at least characterize tribe as a political unit. I would prefer to omit this as a defining criterion because at this point of the discussion, I use tribe merely as a structural concept, as a principle of social order, rather than to define “real” social groups or acting political units...

Although tribal structures can be found all over Afghanistan, they do not have everywhere the same ordering and organizing quality as they do in the East of the country, and even there the tribal system is only one of various ordering principles within the society. 23

Despite this, tribes can form the blueprint of political organizations, even though this tribal stratification can sometimes lead to increased fracture. Glatzer goes on to discuss why limiting one’s conception of Pashtun (or any) society to “tribe” is a mistake. He argues further that Pashtun tribes do not have “observable organizations” that enable collective action. 24

While these social structures can be exploited, the process is not the same as it is in Iraq. Both Roy and Glatzer note, for example, that warlords and commanders deliberately manipulate tribal affiliations to stoke conflict. But rather than building a patron-client relationship, as the Iraqi government did with the major Iraqi tribes, these warlords maintained power by becoming the arbiter of tribal disputes. A local commander would keep two tribes in opposition and only grudgingly or half-heartedly offer mediation; by serving as the go-between, his power would become entrenched. Roy notes, however, that this is opportunistic: the tribes are not suicidal (in that they will not continue a rivalry to their own destruction). The drivers of Pashtun conflicts, however, are not necessarily intuitive. Just as Pashtun social networks are more complex than Iraqi networks, so are their conflict patterns. While there are Jirgas and Shuras for resolving some disputes, there is nothing equivalent to the “Binding Mediation” model of Iraq’s sheikh system. While the Pashtun maliks seem to resemble Iraqi sheikhs, their power relationship with the rest of
their tribe is far weaker. Thus, decisions made at the tribal level are not considered binding as they are in Iraq. While there are surface similarities—closely related tribal elements seem primarily to feud with more distantly related ones—the situation is actually far more complex: at the micro-local level, conflicts actually occur with great frequency between close relatives. Recurring drivers of these conflicts are ownership of and access to land and women, as well as violent events and subsequent revenge. Political alliances within Pashtun tribal hierarchies are sought with more distant units of the tribe, as illustrated below.26

Because conflict so often centers on ownership of land and resources, close male relatives such as brothers or cousins are structurally prone to conflict over, for example, an inheritance. Furthermore, closely related tribal segments tend to live near one another, further increasing the likelihood of conflict. As the two relatives fight, one side may choose to “leave” the tribal segment of which it was formerly a member and found a “new” segment. This is a fairly common occurrence, which creates the constant fission of Pashtun sub-tribal elements and makes their mapping nearly impossible. New sub-tribes form often as conflicts over land and resources arise among close relatives.27
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![Figure 4. Diagram of the Pashtun conflict model.](image)

Thus, the most common alliance seen in a Pashtun conflict cycle is against a local rival, which often happens to be from the same family. When external patrons get involved, the complexity of a local conflict is often lost as the patron tries to settle matters in its client’s favor. Regardless, it is important to understand that almost all “tribal” conflicts in Pashtun society are in fact local, community-based conflicts.30

One of the mainstays of the Marines’ methodology for handling the tribes in Anbar Province in Iraq was based on “categorizing expressed behavior” based on a “mental model” of describing the motivations of local decision-makers. In essence, it is about discovering the motivations behind certain decisions, such as whether or not the support the Coalition. Based on how this decision is formed, one can deduce the
factors the decision-maker thought most important. From this flows an understanding of behavioral patterns and preference ordering, which can be intuitively predicted on the tactical and operational level.\textsuperscript{31}

**The Relevance of Afghanistan TTPs**

In Afghanistan, “predicting” likely responses is far more difficult. A better solution would incorporate “cultural operating codes and [the] coordinating messages model” as a framework for structuring analysis—with the intent of recognizing patterns, and understanding how those patterns form and possibly evolve.\textsuperscript{32} In essence, it is learning to understand the rules that govern behavior. In a society like Iraq, which despite sectarian divide remains relatively ordered, this is comparatively easy when compared to a thoroughly fractured society like that in Afghanistan.

Because both Iraq and Afghanistan are essentially tribal societies, it is natural to assume that one can take general lessons from Iraqi tribal groups and apply them to Afghanistan. Structurally, this is problematic, as the above section argues. But there are deeper problems in drawing analogies from Iraq to Afghanistan.

The segmentary nature of Iraqi tribes lends itself to a standard social network analysis, as typified in Appendix B of the Counterinsurgency Field Manual.\textsuperscript{33} Because Iraqi social hierarchy is fairly rigid, relationships tend to form in an understandable, networked fashion. With regards to Pashtuns, however, a network-centric model of social organization is practically impossible. While tribes can behave politically, they are not “political” in the sense of organizing into politically homogenous blocs. Conversely, Pashtuncentric political organizations are almost never explicitly tribal in nature.

Thus, Pashtun society does not lend itself to a TTP-style set of procedures. Rather, “Guiding Principles” would be more effective in formulating an engagement policy based on the organizing principles in Pashtun society. An initial list follows:\textsuperscript{34}

- **Accept Ambiguity.** People will lie and twist the truth to suit their own ends, saying only what they want someone else to know. Accepting that one cannot know for certain the unalterable truth of a situation is important for being able to engage each leader or influencer on his own terms.

- **There Is No Silver Bullet.** Each valley, and each tribe, has its own unique set of needs and concerns. There is no universal approach or solution for engagement, but working through (instead of above or around) culture is vital.

- **Understand Processes.** The VIPs for a given problem vary from situation to situation. Understanding how and why that is—and only then figuring out who—is the only way to guarantee a successful engagement. Conversely, crafting policy based on a single point of view will distort local relationships as influence is leveraged for personal power, and this can erupt in unpredictable ways.

- **Nothing is Quick.** Afghanistan is a fundamentally relationship-based society. Building relationships takes time—sitting over tea, hours of small talk, expressing genuine concern for well-being. Afghans understand that anyone they talk to will be gone the following year. There is no substitute for taking the time required to build trust, and more importantly passing along that trust to subsequent units.

**Final Considerations**

There is a very real danger in elevating tribal militias as primary counterinsurgency forces, as many have suggested based on the Anbar model. Aside from the many historical reasons Pashtun tribal militias have been ineffective in the long term,\textsuperscript{35} there are practical reasons to question the utility of tribal forces. A late2007 poll, for example, found a rather serious mistrust of tribal militia groups in a plurality of polled Furthermore, the problem of hyper-locality makes the utilization of Tribal Defense Militias, or Lashkars, a practical impossibility. Christian Bleuer argued:
Unfortunately, it would need an intense level of micro-managing and an excellent knowledge of local politics that just doesn’t exist. It would also require some co-optable local authority figures whose influence extends past their own valleys. Furthermore, the exact percentage of those insurgents who would fall into the economic-and-local-power-politics-grievances category is not known with any certainty. There are other factors too that make Eastern Afghanistan not as conducive to this strategy as Al Anbar was in Iraq. For many in Eastern Afghanistan an American paycheck would be as good as a death certificate. For those locals who aren’t too xenophobic, the security dilemmas (especially for many in the East) are just too great for most to consider joining any sort of American supported “Awakening”.

Building off of this, however, one can realistically imagine exploiting the familial conflict model mentioned above. Understanding the ways in which conflict patterns emerge at the local level could theoretically allow an ordered approach to community engagement. From a policy perspective, however, a proper understanding of Pashtun power relationships and dynamics does not lend itself to predictability—making any set of applicable TTPs a relative impossibility: not only do community groups tend to have a strong resistance to external influence, it is impossible to realistically guess the ways intra-community interaction will proceed.
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